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Featured Application: Document workflow systems and enterprise content management systems
that implement intelligent technologies for text understanding.

Abstract: This study proposes a new logical model for intelligent software architecture devoted
to improving the efficiency of automated text understanding and text generation in industrial
applications. The presented approach introduces a few patterns that provide a possibility to build
adaptable and extensible solutions using machine learning technologies. The main idea is formalized
by the concept of expounder hybridization. It summarizes an experience of document analysis and
generation solutions development and social media analysis based on artificial neural networks’
practical use. The results of solving the task by the best expounder were improved using the
method of aggregating multiple expounders. The quality of expounders’ combination can be further
improved by introducing the pro-active competition between them on the basis of, e.g., auctioning
algorithm, using several parameters including precision, solution performance and score. Analysis
of the proposed approach was carried out using a dataset of legal documents including joint-stock
company decision record sheets and protocols. The solution is implemented in an enterprise content
management system and illustrated by an example of processing of legal documentation.

Keywords: text understanding; text generation; artificial neural networks; software architecture;
auctioning; legal documents analysis

1. Introduction

Modern technologies of machine learning are widely used to improve the quality of
text understanding—an engineering discipline that consists of extracting the explicit or
implicit meanings from texts formed in natural languages. Another area of their application
is text generation that provides new capabilities of documents’ automatic creation using the
knowledge base of content patterns, design samples and textual fragments. Both text under-
standing and text generation require a deep understanding of the problem domain, which
makes it problematic to develop a universal software platform for industrial applications.

To solve this problem and make the transition from scientific research to technology
that provides guaranteed results of machine learning application in practice, we propose
unified software architecture in this paper. The presented approach introduces a few pat-
terns that provide a possibility to build adaptable and extensible solutions using machine
learning technologies. It summarizes an experience of document analysis and generation
solutions’ development and social media analysis based on artificial neural networks’
implementation in practice.

The paper has the following structure. On the basis of the state-of-the-art overview,
the formal concept of “expounders’ hybridization” is presented, that introduces the main
idea of neural networks’ combination. The following section describes the details of its
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implementation in the form of object-oriented patterns visualized by UML class diagrams.
The results sections illustrate its implementation by the example of legal documents’
processing. Finally, some evaluation results are provided that allow understanding the
benefits of the proposed approach.

2. State-of-the-Art

The problem of automated understanding of text, as a separate domain of information
analysis, emerged quite a long time ago, however, it was finally formed into a separate
scientific direction by the 1980s [1]. Nowadays, intelligent text understanding is imple-
mented to solve various problems [2]. For example, text analysis algorithms are used to
monitor social media in order to identify and prevent various events [3,4]. Basic features
of the implementation of the morphological analysis of informal texts on the Internet are
considered in [5]. Data processing in natural language is also used in the problem of
machine translation of texts or speech without human intervention, using the construction
of deep neural networks [6].

The main challenge is concerned with understanding the semantics of the text [7].
To correctly determine the meaning of each passage, the reader and author must have
a similar context formed by the background knowledge. Understanding the context is
necessary, on the one hand, to improve the quality of text analysis, and on the other hand,
to extract implicit information. Early approaches addressed this problem by defining a
kind of knowledge structure, building a plan or scenario. However, later, general classes
of inference were identified that do not depend on individual knowledge structures [8],
which provided a transition to patterns for establishing connections between the concepts
of the context.

The classical approach to text understanding uses a semantic analyzer and two static
semantic resources: combinatorial vocabulary and ontology [9]. The vocabulary contains
a variety of information about words, and the ontology stores non-linguistic knowledge
about concepts and serves as a meta-language for semantic description. Words and concepts
are provided with semantic descriptions, which consist of definitions in a formal language.

In general, legal documentation analysis is one of the perspective areas of text un-
derstanding applications. Solutions based on the use of ontologies containing knowledge
about the subject area are actively used to detect and eliminate errors in the consistency of
the extracted data, including legal documents [10]. In the context of legal documentation
processing, the automatic search for relevant legal provisions in the written description
of events is a challenging problem [11]. The method for classifying legal texts is based
on characteristic word analysis. To organize the connection between legal provisions
and characteristic words, court decisions are taken as a training set of documents, since
the corresponding provisions can be accurately extracted from them. The corresponding
relationship is then established using the TF-IDF algorithm. Experiments show that the
algorithm can extract keywords from various legal texts and classify them into the corre-
sponding legal terms. A method for automatic classification of scientific texts [12] is based
on data compression. Experiments have shown that the method correctly identifies topics
of scientific texts with a probability of 75–95%.

The transition to patterns and knowledge bases in logical inference made it possible to
use artificial intelligence technologies, e.g., neural networks. When using them, the mecha-
nism of “attention” is highlighted, being a key component at the stage of training a neural
network. The attention engine models how important each part of the original sentence is.
To compute importance scores, the attention engine summarizes the information and then
creates a context vector. Experimental results in [13] show that paying attention to words
significantly improves the quality of the final solution.

Text features should also be considered. Short passages are not easy to process with
conventional methods due to incorrect or abbreviated syntax and the lack of statistical
signals [14]. Concept dependencies can be used to find the hidden semantics of short
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texts. Neural networks with short-term memory or the forgetting effect can capture and
memorize dependencies between terms, presenting good results.

Additional information helpful for text analysis can be obtained by clustering nouns
and verbs following their meanings [15]. Applying this approach requires building a
vocabulary containing word roots and endings that give a grammatical feature to words.
Vocabulary is used to build a network of word meanings. The network reflects the relation-
ship between lexemes of nouns and verbs, all of which are hierarchically combined into
groups that have specific features and common properties.

Understanding the semantic correlations between the text and associated images,
video and audio recordings, geotags, etc., has great potential for improving text under-
standing systems. However, understanding multimedia information still remains an
unsolved research problem, although there are already some successes in this area [16].
Implementation of algorithms of big data and deep learning combined with enormous com-
putational capabilities support the technical progress in the field of text understanding [17].
The essence of such approaches is to combine semantic and big data-based representations
to more accurately identify the meaning. The evaluations of these approaches show that
they significantly outperform traditional benchmarks.

The capabilities of automatic text understanding are also important for solving the
problems of standard documents’ development and processing. The authors of [18] show
that neural networks easily generate texts, but the resulting passages cannot come close
to human-created documentation. The use of templates, copying and modification solves
this problem and significantly improves the generation results. Thus, most research in
the field of text generation does not take into account the context and structure of the
text that should be obtained. The research in [19] presents the architecture of a neural
network, which includes the selection and planning of content and leads to the division of
the generation problem into two stages: first, a content plan is created and it is highlighted
which information should be mentioned and in what order, and then a document is already
generated taking into account this plan.

A new text generation system is proposed in [20]. This system creates a new story
based on a series of stories entered. Two options for generating new stories were considered:
based on stories with different plots and characters, and based on the same stories, but
from different volumes of the book, where the storyline is in the same context and the
characters are similar. The results obtained by the system are analyzed according to the
following parameters: the correctness of grammar, the relationship of events, the level of
interest and uniqueness.

One of the tasks of text generation is to compare the content of existing documents.
Content analysis is used to find recommended documents with similar semantic content.
In [21], a new knowledge-based technique for calculating inter-document similarity is
proposed, called semantic context analysis. Reference [22] presents an in-depth study of
the technology for calculating the similarity of documents.

Based on the analysis of the state-of-the-art and some experience in the area of se-
mantic analysis and enterprise content management [23–25], we have identified a gap
in intelligent text understanding and text generation application to practice. This gap
consists of the lack of adaptive software architecture capable of combination and extension
of artificial intelligent solutions according to the developing situations and changing prob-
lem statements, without retraining of the neural networks. To solve this problem, a new
approach was developed for intelligent text analysis and text generation applications.

3. The Concept of Expounders Hybridization

The proposed approach is based on the concept of expounder—a new pattern that
encapsulates the basic functionality of text pre-processing and post-processing and can
involve intelligent algorithms of text understanding. Expounder provides an adaptation of
the intelligent solution. In case the existing algorithms provide low efficiency, there can be
new expounders generated in manual or automatic mode to improve the logic.
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This process is described by expounder hybridization. Let A = {a1, a2, . . . an} be a
sequence of work items (jobs) that form a pipeline for processing in FIFO order.

All elements of the conveyor a ∈ A are subject to processing by expounder ei ∈ E
with number i from the set of all available expounders E to obtain a complex solution Si,
combined of individual working units sa

i :

∀a ∈ A : ei(a)→ sa
i ,

Si = ∪
∀a∈A

sa
i ,

sa
i =

〈
NNj, DSk, CL

〉
,

(1)

where

NNj is the selected neural network with number j from the set of available neural networks
NNj ∈ NN.
DSk is the selected dataset with number k for training the neural network from the set of
all available datasets, DSk ∈ DS.
CL is a list of commands, which is generated depending on the selected neural network and
dataset: CL = f : NNj, DSk → {C1, C2, . . . , Cm} , in which Ci is one atomic instruction.

In the case when processing of some job a ∈ A is impossible, sa
i = ∅, the expounder

ei is replaced with the next one in order ei+1 ∈ E, and then the processing process (1) is
repeated.

In the case when several expounders are able to fulfill the job A and start competition
for it, the system performs an auction, which allows the identification of the winner with
the best solution (2). For this, the evaluation function f is introduced and the time period τ

is designated, during which the evaluation of the expounder ei for the performance of A is
valid:

Wτ
ei
(A) =

1
n ∑

a∈A
f ([ei(a)]), (2)

where Wτ
ei
(A) is the value of expounder ei performing job A, valid for time τ, and n is the

number of units ai in job A.
The estimate Wei remains valid during the interval τ, and must be recalculated after

it expires. The implementation of such a restriction makes it possible to ensure the stable
structure of the expounder and guarantee the result only for a given period of time while
opening up opportunities for the development of the expounder if the decision to use it in
this task is delayed for external reasons that inevitably arise when working in a multi-user,
multi-threaded mode with a shared resource in a single information space.

The function of estimating f (a) in (2) depends on the class of problems to be solved,
e.g., it can be the probability of information recognition, accuracy (value, inverse error) or
the time of operations execution.

In situations where none of the expounders e ∈ E can finalize the entire job A, it
requires hybridization. For this purpose, we represent each expounder e ∈ E by a set of
pairs of neural network NN and dataset DS:

e = {〈, NN1, DS1〉, 〈NN2, DS2〉, . . . , 〈NNm, DSm〉 } (3)

Hybridization is carried out in one of the following ways (see Figure 1):

• Transition—replacement of one ineffective expounder element with an effective ex-
pounder element, for example, one neural network ei : NN′i with another ej : NN′′j
while saving the dataset. The borrowed element is replaced by another:
ei : NN′i ↔ ej : NN′′j .

• Transversion—replacement of several elements of the expounder with elements of
another expounder, i.e., exchange of neural network–dataset pairs: ei : NN′i , DS′i ↔
ej : 〈NN′′j , DS′′j 〉.
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• Insertion—insertion by copying the effective elements of one expounder into another
expounder ej :

〈
NN′′′ j, DS′′ j

〉
→ ei :

〈
NN′′′ j, DS′′ j

〉
, ej :

〈
NN′′′ j, DS′′ j

〉
.

• Deletion—exclusion of ineffective (unused) elements from the expounder
ei : NN′i , DS′i → ei : ∅ .

The choice of the hybridization method is performed in ascending order of their
number, which corresponds to the complexity and influence on the result: from minor
permutations to significant changes in the composition of the expounder elements.

Figure 1. Expounder hybridization scheme.

The operation of deletion allows reducing a significant increase in the composition
of expounders, which inevitably occurs during insertion. Hybridization is performed
cyclically until the result is achieved—a hybrid expander is obtained that is able to most
efficiently perform the entire job, A.

The choice of expounders for hybridization is carried out in descending order of
estimate (4), i.e., first, an attempt is made to improve the most effective option at the
expense of the next most effective option. The choice of specific elements of the expounder
for their exchange or exclusion is based on estimates for these specific elements, similarly
to (4).

In case hybridization of a set of expounders does not lead to a result, then two options
are possible: in the first option, the best available one is taken as a satisfactory result,
while the second approach requires the involvement of a data scientist. It is assumed that
in the process of adapting a set of expounders, they will be developed to solve a set of
problems in a specific subject area, which will reduce the participation of a data specialist
to a minimum.

4. Implementation

The proposed approach can be implemented in the form of specifically designed
patterns or as a part of the logic of a multi-agent system. The second option provides
automatic generation of expounders and organization of their interaction in the process
of text understanding. Both solutions require unified software architecture capable of
supporting the process of expounder hybridization at the software level.
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Below, a logical model of software architecture is introduced for intelligent solutions of
text understanding and text generation based on the concept of expounders’ hybridization,
presented in the form of UML class diagrams.

The basic object that is analyzed in the system is a document (see Figure 2, where
1..* and 0..* identify cardinality in UML notation). The document can be uploaded to the
system in scanned form (.pdf, .jpeg), as well as in the form of text (.doc). Depending on
the type of corporate documentation, the content of the document is usually structured by
sections. For example, such legal documents as contracts, protocols and explanatory notes
contain the sections: title, preamble, introduction, subject of the contract, etc.

Figure 2. Text understanding and text generation basic entities.

Each section of the document, as a rule, contains a text typical for a given type of
documentation and a set of attributes that are unique for a particular document. For
example, the attributes include the date of the contract, the name of the customer, the name
of the contractor and the cost of work.

• The problem of text understanding is solved by the following stages:
• Optical document recognition,
• Classification,
• Markup,
• Data extraction.

If the original document is presented as an image, it becomes necessary to extract
text from it. Different methods of data extraction are used to work with different types of
documents.

Expounder is a basic component that implements the logic related to document
processing within the framework of text understanding. The logical model is presented in
Figure 3. Expounder implementation contains a queue of elements available for processing
in a pipeline. The elements of the pipeline are work units and jobs, for the processing
of which solutions are created with the necessary set of neural networks, datasets and
commands to be executed. If the solution succeeds, then the corresponding expounder gets
a new item from the queue. In the event that the job has not been fulfilled, the expounder
tries to find a more suitable expounder or creates a new one.
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Figure 3. Expounder pattern implementation.

In order to provide the dynamical process of expounders’ collaboration, task un-
derstanding is not performed in real-time. For each new job, there is a new instance of
Command created, which is assigned to a corresponding Expounder. Expounder, in turn,
generates a Solution that involves a neural network trained by a specific Dataset. In case
the Solution does not cover the requirements of the initial Command, a new Command is
generated and assigned to a new Expounder.

The logic of expounder hybridization is implemented by the builder presented in
Figure 4. The expounder can act as a classifier or recognizer. While the process of document
analysis proceeds, efficient expounders remain active in the system while those worked
out are reduced.

The problem of text generating is solved using content analysis. Documents are
generated based on templates consisting of a set of working units. Each work unit in the
system has a status. The following relationships apply between the templates:

• Inheritance—templates can inherit each other.
• Implementation—a document can implement several templates in different sections.
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Figure 4. Expounder hybridization patterns.

The logical model supporting text generation is presented in Figure 5. The aggregator
is a component that implements the creation of new documents based on existing templates.

A new document can be generated either based on another document (by equivalent)
in the system or using the selected template (by template).

When generating by equivalent, the same rules are applied to the new document
as to the parent one: design, sections and attributes will match. When generating a
new document, you can specify data sources (for example, other documents), from which
information will be pulled into a new document to fill in the attributes. When generating by
template, sections and styles from different templates are aggregated into a new document.

Under this process, paraphrasing techniques are applied to enhance the originality of
the text.
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Figure 5. Text generation patterns.

5. Results

The proposed solution based on expounder hybridization was implemented in soft-
ware for understanding legal documents. Currently, this solution is being probated in a
number of Enterprise content management systems. This section presents an example that
illustrates the benefits of the proposed approach.

Legal documentation turns out to be a good case in point to compare the concerned
algorithms. It contains regulatory documents, agreements and protocols that are usually
well-structured and operate with strict and logical formulations. The clauses need to be
unambiguously interpreted by several parties, and therefore are based on a unified termi-
nology. At the same time, the textual form of the documents obstruct easy interpretation
by automatic algorithms and becomes a challenge for intelligent solutions.

However, the area of the proposed approach possible application is not limited by
legal documents. The solution which is successful in this area can be easily expanded
to other problem domains, such as, e.g., design and production documentation, medical
records, social media, etc.

The considered source documentation was represented by a number of documents,
which include various types of contracts. As a rule, at the end of the agreement, the details
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of the involved companies are indicated. Requisites may include data such as the name of
the company (full and short), contract party, legal entity sign, address, phone number and
others. As part of the research, a module has been developed aimed at processing these
details.

Initially (see Example 1), a Base Extractor is created for each attribute, and a value is
extracted from the corresponding graph based on the rules. This solution allows to extract
the specified attributes from the document, but it has a significant drawback: the short
name of the company is extracted from the document, but in addition to the short name,
the full name of the company is also written into it.

Example 1. Legal document details extraction.
<contract_side1>
<side1_TRRC span=“12976, 13220”>770801001</side1_TRRC>
<side1_TIN span=“12976, 13205”>7705401340</side1_TIN>
<side1_type_name span=“12976, 13006”>Customer</side1_type_name>
<side1_is_legal>0</side1_is_legal>
<side1_short_name span=“12976, 13194”>Some company name (short name)</side1_short_name>
<side1_address span=“12976, 13298”>Address</side1_address>
<side1_phone span=“12976, 13375”>Phone number</side1_phone>
</contract_side1>

That is, the applied extraction rules do not allow for correctly extracting and then
separating different types of names in documents of this type. So, there is a need to refine
the solution to correctly extract the names of the company from the block of details for this
type of document.

The expounder creates a new solution based on the Combining Extractor (see Example
2). This new solution includes the ability to extract details according to the existing rules,
but with the additional elaboration of the name of the company.

Example 2. Legal document details extraction (modified).
<contract_side1>
<side1_TRRC span=“12976, 13220">770801001</side1_TRRC>
<side1_TIN span=“12976, 13205">7705401340</side1_TIN>
<side1_type_name span=“12976, 13006">Customer</side1_type_name>
<side1_is_legal>0</side1_is_legal>
<side1_full_name span=“12976, 13194">Full company name</side1_full_name>
<side1_short_name span=“12976, 13194">Short company name</side1_short_name>
<side1_address span=“12976, 13298">Address</side1_address>
<side1_phone span=“12976, 13375">Phone number</side1_phone>
</contract_side1>

The quality of expounders’ combination can be further improved by introducing the
pro-active competition between them on the basis of, e.g., the auctioning algorithm. To pro-
vide it, the control expounder should retain the characteristics of all the other expounders.
The list of characteristics used for auctioning includes the following parameters, calculated
for the extraction or each type of attributes:

• Precision, ε.
• Solution performance, v (number of processed sentences per second).
• Score, representing the given measure of comparison σ = ε2·v.

The calculated characteristics of expounders are used to determine their priority in the
mechanism of the auctioning. The characteristics of the expounders are adjusted during
the self-learning process of the control expounder.

The auctioning algorithm includes the following stages:
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1. The control expounder sends all expounders one document for training.
2. Precision of the expounders is calculated.
3. The obtained values are “frozen”, and the entire dataset is sent to the expounders for

processing.
4. The accuracy of the expounders is calculated.
5. A new document from the dataset is added to the training set.
6. Repeat steps 2–4.

Expounder hybridization was implemented as a part of enterprise content manage-
ment solution being applied for text understanding and text generation based on machine
learning technologies designed for automated analysis, examination and generation of
project documentation when creating new projects, as well as distribution best practices
between design companies and departments.

6. Evaluation

Analysis of the proposed approach was carried out using a dataset of legal documents
including joint-stock company decision record sheets and protocols. The experiment task
was to extract the pre-defined list of attributes from these documents, which includes the
following:

Proper names (full name),

• Names of companies,
• Addresses,
• Dates.

The test dataset contains 200 documents. The text was preliminarily extracted from
the scanned images using the Tesseract OCR program (version 5.0.0-alpha.20200328) [26]
and then split into sentences using the Segmenter module from the Natasha library [27].
The experiments were carried out at a stand with the following characteristics: Intel core
i9-10900, 32 GB DDR4, 512 GB SSD, NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070 SUPER.

The following versions of libraries were used to extract the attributes:

• Natasha 1.4.0 [27],
• Spacy 3.0.5 [28],
• SDK Pullenti 3.23 [29],
• Stanza 1.2 [30],
• DeepPavlov 0.14.0 [31].

Using the library of extracting routines, one control expounder and five specialized
expounders were created according to the approach introduced above. Each expounder
starts the execution of experiment tasks according to incoming requests. The process starts
from the control expounder. If it cannot solve the task itself, then it delegates it to other
expounders or creates a new one. The decision of task delegation is made on the basis of
the expounder’s evaluation, and several parameters can be used to select the best one.

For the considered experiment, the results of expounders’ evaluation are presented in
Figure 6. The expounders are evaluated and compared by two parameters: performance
and accuracy.

The results of the experiment showed that the fastest is the solution based on the
Spacy library (80.94 sentences per second with an accuracy of 0.46), and the most accurate
is the solution based on the Natasha library (12.17 sentences per second with an accuracy
of 0.53). Such a low accuracy of each solution is associated with the presence of typos in
the text, resulting from the work of the Tesseract OCR.
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Figure 6. Comparative evaluation of the expounders: (a) performance, (b) accuracy.

The results of solving the task by the best expounder were improved using the method
of aggregating multiple expounders. It was proposed to choose the best individual solution
for each extracted attribute. The results of the experiment showed that document process-
ing performance decreases and the accuracy increases with an expansion of aggregated
solutions (see Figure 7). Therefore, when aggregating solutions obtained as a result of
launching five expounders, the document processing performance is 2.43 sentences per
second, and the accuracy is 0.85.

Figure 7. Accuracy versus performance dependency from the number of expounders used.

Implementing the auctioning approach is illustrated by the following cases of ex-
pounders’ hybridization, which were tested under the framework of the described experi-
ment.

Case 1: An expounder based on the Natasha library is installed as a priority expounder.
If any type of attribute processing fails, the control expounder calls the expounder that has
the highest priority for this type of attribute.

The result of using combination 1 is shown in Figure 8. The efficiency of the solution
when choosing the best expounder in terms of accuracy is 0.67, and the processing per-
formance is 6.34 sentences per second. These characteristics are equal for both using the
precision and score to prioritize the expounders.
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Figure 8. Case 1 auctioning results: (a) prioritization by accuracy, (b) prioritization by performance.

Case 2: In addition to case 1, the auctioning algorithm is extended in the following
way. Other expounders are additionally called with a frequency equal to their accuracy for
each attribute type. The results are presented in Figure 9. For expounders’ prioritization
by precision, the resulting accuracy was 0.71, and the performance was 5.09 sentences per
second. When choosing an expounder by score, the accuracy of the solution is 0.67, and
the processing performance is 6.3 sentences per second.

Figure 9. Case 2 auctioning results: (a) prioritization by accuracy, (b) prioritization by performance.

Case 3: To extract each type of attribute, the expounder is called, which provides the
highest extraction accuracy. The result is shown in Figure 10. For expounders’ prioritization
by precision, the resulting accuracy was 0.69, and the performance was 6.78 sentences per
second. When determining the priority by score, the absolute accuracy is 0.77, and the
processing speed is 6.25 sentences per second.
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Figure 10. Case 3 auctioning results: (a) prioritization by accuracy, (b) prioritization by performance.

Case 4: In addition to case 3, the algorithm is extended in the following way. The
remaining expounders can be called with a probability equal to the accuracy for a given
attribute type. The results of using the combination are shown in Figure 11. For expounders’
prioritization depending on precision, the performance was 3.45 sentences per second, and
the accuracy was 0.81. When using the score for prioritization, the accuracy was 0.71, and
the performance was 5.85 sentences per second.

Figure 11. Case 4 auctioning results: (a) prioritization by accuracy, (b) prioritization by performance.

Experimental results are generalized in Figure 12. The histograms show a comparison
of all listed options of the combination of the solutions. The cases were compared by
performance and accuracy. The comparison results show that the option with aggregation
of solutions is the most accurate (0.85) but at the same time, the slowest (2.43 sentences
per second). Case 3 presents the optimal result in the case of choosing the best expounder
by score: the solution accuracy is 0.77 with the performance of 6.25 sentences per second.
Additionally, in this case, about 50 documents are enough to train the control expounder.

In turn, cases 1 and 2 are slightly inferior in accuracy and performance, but require
a small number of documents, with at least 25 being enough for training the control
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expounder. For case 4, the solution is not stable, converges poorly and requires a large
number of more than 100 documents for training.

Figure 12. Experimental results: (a) performance, (b) accuracy.

7. Discussion

The most obvious way to improve the quality of intelligent text understanding is to
choose a more adequate neural network model and retrain it with a more complete and
more representative dataset. However, these changes lead to a complete reconstruction of
the logic and can reduce the quality of the algorithm for previously successful cases. In
addition, the constant expansion of training samples leads to a loss of recognition quality.

Therefore, some developers of practical applications came to an idea of combination
of multiple neural networks. Herewith, supporting an extended number of intelligent algo-
rithms requires additional efforts and computational costs. The solution can be optimized
by implementing a heuristic to choose only one type of neural network according to the
specifics of the problem being solved. For example, the document type and content can
be considered to choose the most perspective technology of text understanding and text
generation.

Nevertheless, combination of multiple neural networks in practical applications re-
quires supporting software architecture. The proposed unified approach based on ex-
pounder patterns can help solving this problem. Compared to the solution of choosing only
the algorithm which has the highest performance but lowest accuracy, as well as the solu-
tion of aggregation characterized by high accuracy and low performance, implementing
the auctioning approach helps in finding the efficient solution considering the combination
of both objectives.

In general, the proposed approach has fairly broad prospects for practical use in the
development of distributed intelligent software. The described field of text understanding
and text generation is not unique, but illustrates the achieved benefits in the best way.

8. Conclusions

Implementation of the proposed patterns allows increasing the usability and efficiency
of intelligent technologies’ application for text understanding and text generation. The
model of expounder hybridization provides new opportunities to develop adaptive soft-
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ware using multi-agent technologies and knowledge bases, such as a possibility to combine
a variable set of neural networks instead of developing only the one.

The next steps are concerned with the evaluation of the proposed approach application
in enterprise content management systems.
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